Routes to the Accommodated Learning Centre (ALC)
Route from Parking Lot E (via the tunnel) to the ALC:

















Enter the 1st Choice Savings Centre for Sports and Wellness, North facing doors.
Go past the Tim Hortons and turn to the left by the indoor track.
Go down the stairs in the middle of the atrium (by the Pronghorn wall of fame).
Once at the bottom of the stairs turn to the left and walk straight down that hallway (signs for
Turcotte Hall and the University Library).
Continue to follow signs for the Library.
Go through black doorway.
Turn right to enter the tunnel (long hallway with paintings for clubs on campus. Do not enter the
hallway labelled Students’ Union).
The tunnel ends at Starbucks. Turn left here.
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Go down 3 sets of stairs, then take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University
Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first right and enter the doors into the staircase.
Take the first exit (go down 2 sets of stairs to level 7).
Turn left out of the door way.
Turn right, and the Accommodated Learning Centre will be on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Alternate Route from Parking Lot E to the ALC:

















Enter the 1st Choice Savings Centre for Sports and Wellness, North facing doors.
Go past the Tim Hortons and indoor track.
Turn left by the climbing wall.
Go straight down the hallway (passing two staircases and the washrooms).
Exit the building at the end of the hall will multiple doors to exit from (near the second staircase
and Pronghorns office).
Go down the ramp.
Enter the Library Building straight ahead (sign near doors reads “Fiat Lux”).
Go straight down the hallway, and go down all the stairs (before the entrance to the Library).
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Go down 3 sets of stairs, then take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University
Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first right and enter the doors into the staircase.
Take the first exit (go down 2 sets of stairs to level 7).
Turn left out of the door way.
Turn right, and the Accommodated Learning Centre will be on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible Route from Parking Lot E (via tunnel) to the ALC:



















Enter the 1st Choice Savings Centre for Sports and Wellness, North facing doors.
Go past the Tim Hortons, the track and the climbing wall.
Take the elevator to level 1.
Exit elevator and go to the right (you will pass the stair case and the Customer Service Centre).
Continue to follow signs for the University Library.
Go through black doorway.
Turn right to enter the tunnel (long hallway with paintings for clubs on campus. Do not enter the
hallway labelled Students’ Union).
The tunnel ends at Starbucks. Turn left here.
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Take the elevator to level 8.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
Take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first sight, and the elevator is on the other side of the staircase (across from the
Administrative office for Geography & History).
Take the elevator to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Alternate Accessible Route from Parking Lot E (outdoor portion) to ALC:

















Enter the 1st Choice Savings Centre for Sports and Wellness, North facing doors.
Go past the Tim Hortons and indoor track.
Turn left by the climbing wall.
Go straight down the hallway (passing two staircases and the washrooms).
Exit the building at the end of the hall with multiple doors to exit from (near the second
staircase and Pronghorns office).
Go down the ramp.
Enter the Library Building straight ahead (sign near doors reads “Fiat Lux”).
Go straight down the hallway, past the staircases towards the entrance to the University Library.
Take the elevator (by the entrance to the Library), to level 9.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Take the elevator to level 8.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
Take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first right, and the elevator is on the other side of the staircase (across from the
Administrative office for Geography & History).






Take the elevator to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible Outdoor Route from Parking Lot E to the ALC:

















Enter the 1st Choice Savings Centre for Sports and Wellness, North facing doors.
Go past the Tim Hortons and indoor track.
Turn left by the climbing wall.
Go straight down the hallway (passing two staircases and the washrooms).
Exit the building at the end of the hall with multiple doors to exit from (near the second
staircase and Pronghorns office).
Go down the ramp.
Turn to the left to follow the path down the hill towards University Hall (long concrete building
along the coulees).
Go to the far end of the court yard with benches and metal art work (coyotes and mountains).
Take the first set of doors on the right (sign for the Western Channel).
Enter the University Hall Atrium near the cafeteria.
Turn left and walk past the cafeteria.
Turn left before the patio doors down the University Hall hallway.
Take the first elevator on the left (labelled with a large “B”) to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Route from Bus Loop to the ALC:










Enter the Library Building straight ahead (sign near doors reads “Fiat Lux”).
Go straight down the hallway, and go down all the stairs (before the entrance to the Library).
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Go down 3 sets of stairs, then take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University
Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first right and enter the doors into the staircase.
Take the first exit (go down 2 sets of stairs to level 7).
Turn left out of the door way.
Turn right, and the Accommodated Learning Centre will be on the left hand side.

 Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible route from Bus Loop to the ALC:















Enter the Library Building straight ahead (sign near doors reads “Fiat Lux”).
Go straight down the hallway, past the staircases towards the entrance to the University Library.
Take the elevator (by the entrance to the Library), to level 9.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
Go straight through hallway labelled Centre for the Arts (there are a lot of plants in this hallway).
Take the elevator to level 8.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
Take the bridge and go through the doorway labelled University Hall.
Turn left to Blocks B, C, D, E.
Take the first sight, and the elevator is on the other side of the staircase (across from the
Administrative office for Geography & History).
Take the elevator to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible outdoor route from Bus Loop to the ALC:











Follow the path (between LINK building and the Students’ Union Building) down the hill towards
University Hall (long concrete building along the coulees).
Go to the far end of the court yard with benches and metal art work (coyotes and mountains).
Take the first set of doors on the right (sign for the Western Channel).
Enter the University Hall Atrium near the cafeteria.
Turn left and walk past the cafeteria.
Turn left before the patio doors down the University Hall hallway.
Take the first elevator on the left (labelled with a large “B”) to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible route from Parking Lot H to the ALC:









Walk towards University Hall (long concrete building at the end of the road).
Enter accessible door under the sign for University Hall.
Go straight towards the office labelled Utilities.
Turn right before entering Utilities office.
Take the first elevator on the right (University Hall, Block B, Level 4), up to level 7.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Accessible route from Parking lot S to the ALC:











From the pay and park lot S outside the Science and Arts Building, enter the building through
the doors (automatically can be opened by wave sensor on wall).
From entrance turn right, look for the elevators on the left hand side. Elevators are entered one
side and exited the other for ease of wheelchair movement.
Take the elevator to the 6th floor.
Exit elevator on 6th floor, turn right.
Follow the open area which turns left down a wide ramp. Follow the ramp down and to the
right, this hallway connects to University Hall.
Continue down the hallway into University Hall to section B elevators located on the right.
Take University Hall section B elevator to the 7th floor.
Exit the elevator and turn right.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

Route from Parking lot S to the ALC via stairwells:












From the pay and park lot S outside the Science and Arts Building, enter the building through
the doors (automatically can be opened by wave sensor on wall).
From entrance, go to the first stairway ahead on right.
Take stairs down to the 7th floor.
Directly ahead of the bottom of the stairs is the next set of stairs going down to the left.
Take the stairs down to the 6th floor.
Follow the open area which turns left down a wide ramp. Follow the ramp down and to the
right, this hallway connects to University Hall.
Continue down the hallway into University Hall to section B stairwell located on the right.
Take University Hall section B stairs up to the 7th floor.
Exit the stairwell, turn left.
The Accommodated Learning Centre is on the left hand side.
Push button on the wall to enter.

